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We survey recent average-case results (and prove a new one) for the solution of 
nonlinear equations f(x) = 0 of one variable. We assume that f changes in sign at 
the endpoints of an interval and show that bisection is not optimal (as in the worst 
Case) for a number of classes. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. I~ITR~DU~TI~N 
We study the approximate solution of a nonlinear equationf(x) = 0. It 
is assumed that f: [O, l] + R is a continuous function such that f(0) < 0 
andf(1) > 0. We denote by F* the set of all such functions. 
The information onfconsists of n evaluationsf(xJ which are computed 
adaptively (i.e., sequentially). The approximation s,(f) to a zero off is 
constructed by an algorithm which uses these function values, i.e., 3, is of 
the form 
where C#X R” ---, [0, 11. We study several classes F C F* of functions. 
We use the following error criteriom. The error A@,, f) is at most E iff 
the interval [$(N(f)) - E, <b(N(f>) + E] contains a zero of g for each 
g E F with N(g) = N(f). In particular, this means that the interval 
[S,(f) - E, S,(f) + E] contains a zero of J 
Assume that F C F* is a class of functions having a unique zerof-l(O). 
It is natural to consider then the number If-i(O) - s,,(f)/ as the error of 
3,. In the general case we could consider the “root criterion” 
d(f-VI), QfN = infib - Ufll If(x) = 01. 
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Observe that this number is smaller than our A($,, f) and therefore our 
upper bounds are valid for the root criterion as well. Actually we have 
and A($,, f) may be regarded as a local error. 
The maximal error A,,,(,!?,) is defined by 
&m,(%J = sup A& j-1 = sup &V’(o), S,(f)). 
fEF f- 
If p is a probability (Borel) measure on F, then we define the average 
error of s,, as the average value of the local errors AC?,, f), i.e., 
One main difficulty is the choice of a reasonable p. 
2. BIBLIOGRAPHIC REMARKS 
Many results concerning asymptotic properties of iterative methods for 
solving equations can be found in Traub (1964) and Ostrowski (1973). 
Worst-case results are surveyed in Sikorski (1985). The results in the 
worst-case and asymptotic settings are quite different (see Traub et al., 
1988, p. 402). It is known that for many F C F* the bisection method is 
optimal in the worst case (see Kung, 1976; Sikorski, 1982). 
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in average-case 
results; see the monograph by Traub et al. (1988) for a survey. For nonlin- 
ear problems, however, not many average-case results are known. Novak 
(1988a) presents a few results for the problem of global optimization. 
In the literature mainly Gaussian measures (for linear problems) are 
considered. We sketch results on zero finding concerning the following 
approaches: 
-We ask for measures which behave, in some way, like an equidistri- 
bution; see Section 4. 
-We ask for results which are valid for every probability measure on 
F. Results for the bisection method are mentioned in Section 3. 
-We consider the Brownian bridge in Section 5. 
-We study the average a posteriori error in Section 6. 
Sections 3 and 4 are based on Graf, Novak, and Papageorgiou (1989)) 
and Section 6 is based on Novak (1988b). The results of Section 5 are 
new. 
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The problem of the approximate solution of polynomial equations has 
been studied in many papers. The information aboutfis complete but the 
number of admissable arithmetic operations is bounded. See Renegar 
(1987) for an interesting worst-case result and Smale (1985) for a survey of 
average-case results. 
3. THE BISECTION METHOD 
The bisection method St is defined as follows. Let a0 = 0 and b. = 1 for 
formal reasons. We set 
xk = (ok-, + bk-I)/2 
for k E N and 
ak = xk, bk = bk-, if f (xk) 5 0 and ak = ak-l, bk = xk if&k) > 0, 
Further we define 
It is not difficult to prove that the bisection method sf: satisfies 
A,,,(S:) = 2-‘-l. 
This holds, for example, for F = F* and for F = F* n C”. It is well 
known that the bisection method is optimal with respect to the maximal 
error; see Sikorski (1982) for an even more general result. Again this is 
valid for F = F* or F = F* tl C”, as well as for many other F. 
For some other classes F C F*, such as 
F = {f E F* 1 f’(x) 2 cl for all x E [O, I] and (jf”lla; I CZ}, 
where cl, c2 > 0, certain other methods are much better than bisection. 
Assume now that we have a (Borel) probability measure Y on F* (where 
F* carries the topology of uniform convergence). We have 
A(S:,f) = 2-“-l 
for each f E F* and obtain 
A,@3 = Am&b,) = 2-a-l 
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This shows that the average error of the bisection method is not smaller 
than the maximal error-no matter which measure we take. Usually the 
bisection method is defined slightly differently: Iff(x& = 0 for some k then 
s!(f) should be defined as xk for all II 2 k. For this modified method the 
average error equals 2-“-l for all II only if we assume that v{flf(z) = 0} = 
0 for all dyadic rationals z E [O, 11. 
Assume that only the signs (positive/negative) off can be computed at 
any IZ points of (0, l), but not the function values per se. Then it can be 
shown that, under weak assumptions on the measure Y, the bisection 
algorithm is asymptotically optimal. See Graf, Novak, and Papageorgiou 
(1989) for details. 
4. THE NATURALMEASURE OF GRAF ETAL. 
Let f be an element of the class F, defined by 
F = {f: [0, I] ---, R 1 fis increasing and continuous, f(0) = - 1, 
andf(1) = l}. 
Graf, Mauldin, and Williams (1986) constructed a “natural” measure p on 
the set F. This measure lu. can be described by the following method to 
generate at random an element f E F. We first choose the value of f(2) 
according to the uniform distribution over [- 1, 11. Then we choose f(f) 
according to the uniform distribution over [- 1, f(i)]. Independently we 
choosef($) according to the uniform distribution over [f(t), 11, and so on. 
This process defines a probability measure p on F. 
Graf, Novak, and Papageorgiou (1989) show that the bisection method 
is not optimal (even in a weak asymptotical sense), if the average error of 
zero finding is considered for the measure or. on F. 
THEOREM 1. There is a method 3, which satisfies 
where (Y < 0.5. For the bisection method we have A,@:) = 2-“-l. 
Remarks. (a) The original result in Graf, Novak, and Papageorgiou 
(1989) is slightly different, because there the average error of 3, is defined 
by the root criterion 
I F If-Y.4 - j’n(f)l d&f). 
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(b) We do not know the optimal (Y in Theorem 1. Our method of proof 
gives 0.497 as a possible value for (Y, but we can analyze only some very 
simple methods which are far from being optimal. 
5. THE BROWNIAN BRIDGE 
In this section we assume that f is an element of the class 
F = {f: [O, l] + R ]fis continuous withf(0) = -l,f(l) = 1). 
We want to construct a method which is better than bisection on the 
average. First we need a reasonable probability measure p on F. The 
Wiener measure is often used in analysis because of its nice properties. 
Therefore, we consider a slight modification of the Wiener measure, the 
so-called Brownian bridge. 
Let {B(t, w) 1 t E [a, b]} be a Brownian motion which starts at the point 
B(a, o) = 0. A Brownian bridge is a motion realized by 
fw(t) = B(t, w) + Cl - E . (B(b, w) - 4; 
see Hida (1980) for more details. Clearlyf, is a Gaussian process satisfy- 
ing the constraints f&r) = CI and f,(b) = cl + c2 and so is a kind of 
conditional Brownian motion. It is uniquely determined by its mean and 
covariance functions, and these are 
t-a 
E(f(t)) = Cl + c2 . - b-a (1) 
and 
(2) 
We consider the measure w on F given by the Brownian bridgef, in the 
case a = 0, b = 1, cl = -1, and c2 = 2. 
Assume that we have computed some function values and we know 
f(a,) < 0 andf(b,) > 0, where 0 5 a,, < 6,~ 1, and assume further that we 
do not knowf(x) for any x E ]a,, b,[. (In the first step we put a0 = 0 and 
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b. = 1.) Then we can localize a zero in an interval of length s, = 6, - a,, 
and the error of the method 
is given by A@,, f) = sJ2. 
To obtain a better estimate for a zero we compute another function 
value,f(x,+t), wherex,,] E ]a,, b,[. Iff(xn+t) 5 0 then we put a,+r = x,+~ 
and b,+, = b, and iff(xn+ J > 0 then we put u,+~ = a, and b,+] = x,+ I. 
The bisection method demands that we take x,+~ = (a, + bJ2, and we 
get s,(f) = 2-” for each function f E F. But bisection does not always 
seem to be a good choice. Assume, for example, that f(u,) = -1O-4 and 
f(b,J = 1. Then we can conjecture that there is a zero near a,, and it seems 
reasonable to compute f(Aun + (1 - Q/b,,) for some 0 < A < 1 which is 
only slightly smaller than 1. In general we take a suitable A depending on 
f(uJ,f(bJ, and s,. But what is the best function 
Our aim is to suggest a choice of A which leads to a method better than 
bisection. 
We fix some 0 5 a, < b, % 1 andf(u,) < 0 <f(b,J as above. We analyze 
the choice x,+~ = Au, + (1 - A)b, for some 0 5 A 5 1. We have S,+I = 
b fl+1 - u,+~ = A * s,, iff(xn+J 5 0 and s,+~ = (1 - A) . s,, iff&+J > 0. We 
want to choose A so that the conditional expectation of s,,+r (givenf(a,), 
f(b,J, and s,) is as small as possible. Such a method is called optimal in 
one step. According to (1) and (2) we obtain 
E(f(x,+d = A * .fhJ + (1 - A) * f@n) (3) 
and 
V(f(x,+J) = E((f(x,+d - E(f(xn+,>))*) = A . (1 - Ah. (4) 
The probability p = p(A) that f(x,+J 5 0 is therefore given by 
p(A) = (27rA(l - A)&)-“‘* . 1:x exp (- (r2$(!($:))*) d7. (5) 
Using the function 
@(x) = & __ -f exp (- $) dy 
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we can also write 
P(A) = @ ( -Md - (1 - Mfu-4 
V/x(1 - A)& 1 . 
(6) 
We want to minimize the function T(A) = T(A If(a,,),f(b,,), ~3, given by 
T: A - 2 * AL%+,,f) = &,+I) = As&A) + (I - A)s,(I - p(A)). (7) 
A few values of T are easy to compute; we have 
T(0) = T(1) = s, (8) 
and 
T($=T( f@n) LmJl + .fo-bz) 
)=$. (9) 
The regula falsi s’, is defined by 
This method is not better than bisection. For given f&J, j&J, and S, we 
obtain p(A,) = 4 and hence E(s,+J = s,/2 and therefore 
A,($) = A&) = 2-“-l 
for all 12 E N. The optimal value A* is between the values f and A,, given by 
(10). It is easy to see that 
The method optimal in one step is now given by 
x,,+~ = haan + (1 - A&,. (12) 
This method is difficult to analyze because A* in (12) cannot be given 
explicitly. Therefore we study a modified method fi defined by 
1 1 
( ) 
I.f(4 + 3f@“) 
Aa = 2 2 + Ar = 41f(u,)( + 4f(b,). (13) 
We consider the casef(b,) z If(u,)l, i.e., A, 2 A, z 4. Then the number x, 
defined by 
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x = -hLf(GJ - (1 - uml) 
~\/ha(l - AJS, ’ 
is negative and the inequality 
ca(x) 5 l 





T(h,) : (2 _ kx . e-x2’* * (2A, - 1) + 1 - h,) * s,. (16) 
Similar formulas are valid, of course, iff(b,J < If(a,)/. 
Now we want to calculate the expectation E(s~+~) for the method sz+, 
under the condition thatf(a,),f(b,J, and s,, are given. The distribution v of 
y =f(xn+J is given by (3) and (4). Ifj&+,) 5 0 then CZ,,+~ = x,+1 and b,+, = 
b,. The next value AA of A can be calculated using (13) with n + 1 instead 
of II. The expectation E(s,+~ If(x,+,)) is given by 
I&+2 If(x,+,>> = Ah+,p(A:) + (1 - Us,+1(1 - P(XJ) 
= TN 1 f(xn+~>, f(bn>, s,+I); 
(17) 
see (7). We have s,+i = b,+, - a,,+, = A,(b, - a,). Similarly we obtain for 
f(x,+i) > 0 the formulas a n+l = a,, b,+, = x,+~ and (17) with s,+] = bnil - 
Gl+1 = x,+1 - a, = (1 - A,)(bn - a,). Hence we have 
E(S,+z) = lyso (A:P(%) + (1 - A:)(1 - p(AL))) * A, . (6, - a,) My) 
+ I Y>O 04%) + (1 - A:)(1 - p(A:))) . (1 - A,) 
. (6, - 4 dv(y). 
Using the known distribution Y of y = f(x,+J and (13) we can evaluate this 
integral. A sketch of the proof of the following result is given subsequent 
to Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION. There is a constant y < $ such that 
for ullf(u,> < 0, .f(bJ > 0, and s,, > 0. 
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Numerical calculations yield the (optimal) value y = 0.2423. Using this 
proposition we obtain an analog to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. For all n E N we have 
where y -=z f, and 
A,($;) = A,($) = 2-“-l. 
We sketch the proof of the proposition. We want to show that the 
function 
E(S,+z I f(Qn), f@n), &I) 
Sn 
is bounded from above on the domain 
iv = Kf(u,), f(bn>, sn> E R3 1 f(an) < 0, f&J > 0, sn < 01 
by a y < t. We may assume that s,, = 1. Let kl > 1, k2 > 0, and k3 > 0. We 
define 
and 
N3 = {(x, Y, 1) E NNN, u N2). 
It is enough to prove that 
E(S,+2) 5 yi < a on Ni 
for i = I, 2,3. We begin with i = I. In this case we conclude from If@,,) + 
f(a,J 2 k2 that 
bW(Xn+,)l = ~A,f(u,) + (1 - h,lf(b,)l 2 k2/4. 
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For the number x in (14) we obtain 1x1 2 kJ2. We also know from the 
definition of Nr that h, is bounded away from t. Hence we obtain 
E(s,+J = T(A,) 5 a < f 
from (16) and because of E(:(s,+~) % E&+,)/2 this proves 
for yI = (u/2. 
The case NZ is similar. This time we have 
for some (Y < f with probability at least one-half and we conclude that 
E(s,+z) 5 (f + 44 
which proves our statement for yz = (2 + (r)/2. 
The set N3 is bounded and E(s,+~) < f for every (f(a,,),f(b,J, 1) E N3. 
Although N3 is not closed, it follows from compactness arguments that 
E&+2) is bounded by some y3 < 4 on N3. We skip the details. 
6. THE AVERAGE A POSTERIORI ERROR 
We study the problem of zero finding for increasing Lipschitz functions 
of one variable. Let f: [0, I] ---, R be an increasing and nonexpanding 
function with f(0) < 0 and f( 1) > 0, i.e., f E F, where 
F = {f: [O, I] --, R ) fis increasing, If(x) - f(y)1 5 Jx - yJ, f(0) < 0, 
andf(l) > 0). 
Thenf(xo) = 0 for exactly one x0 = S(f) E [0, 11. The bisection method, 
though optimal in the worst case, yields results which are not satisfactory 
in many cases. Assume, for example, thatf(& = A. Then we can conclude 
that x0 E [O, &] and it makes no sense to compute&J = f(i) in the next 
step. The choice x2 = &I seems to be much better. 
Hence it can be suggested that a proper average-case analysis shows 
that bisection is not optimal. We recommend the following modification 
sz of the bisection method. We define XI = t and for k > 1, 
xk = (ak-I - f@k-1))/2 + @k-l - .f(bk-,))/2 
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ifak-I # 0 and bk-i f 1. For ukel = 0 we define xk = (bk-1 -f&r))/2 and 
for bk-r = 1 we define xk = (a&r - f(&-r))/2 + 4. As for the bisection 
method we take s:(f) = x,+~. The method s,* is a halving algorithm, the 
nth point of function evaluation obtained by halving the (n - 1)st root 
localization segment, found with the aid of the Lipschitz condition. 
Sukharev (1976) proved certain strong optimality results concerning the 
worst-case behavior of s,*. 
The crucial difficulty is how to prove the superiority of s,*, because we 
do not know of a probability measure p on F which is clearly distin- 
guished and therefore suitable for an average-case analysis. Because of 
this dilemma, we consider the average a posteriori error of an approxima- 
tion s, = C#J 0 N. The estimate 
is the best one, valid for allf E F. This estimate is an a priori error bound, 
and it does not depend on the information N(f). Knowing N(f) = x E R”, 
of course 
A(%, f) su~&!%g) - 4(x)1 1 g E F, N(g) = xl =: a(x) 
is valid. This a posteriori error bound may be much smaller than A,,,(&) 
for many f E F. In our problem, the set {S(g) 1 N(g) = x} is always an 
interval. The number o(x) therefore is smallest possible if 4(x) is chosen 
as the midpoint 4*(x) of this interval. In this case, the number (Y(X) equals 
the local radius 
inf sup{lS(g) - yj ) g E F, N(g) = x} := a*(x) 
YER 
of the information N. If p is a probability measure on N(F) we can define 
an average a posteriori error by 
In the following, we take a suitably normed Lebesgue measure, because 
the Lebesgue measure is distinguished in many ways. First we explain the 
idea of our definition. Let z = (f(xr), . . . , f(xk)) E Rk for some k with 
k < n. Then the next point xk+l = xk+l(z) is determined by N. The function 
value f(xk+r) is an element of the set 
{&k+d 1 g E F, (d-d, . . . , &k)) = Z). 
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In our example (as well as in many others) this set is an interval and we 
simply assume that the value off(xk+ ,) is equidistributed within this inter- 
val. 
DEFINITION. Let s,, = 4 * N and let (Y: N(F) + Rof be as above. 
(i) For y = (y], . . . , y,J E N(F) we write 
4Yl,. . . ,YJ := 4Y). 
(ii) For 1 5 m 5 n we define cu(y,, . . . , y,-J = a(~,, . . . , ym) if 
4Y1, . . . 9 ym- I, *) is constant and 
if the domain 2 of the function a(~,, . . . , Y,-~, .) has a finite positive 
measure. 
In this way we define (~(y,, . . . , y,) for all (~1, . . , ym) such that 
(Yl,. . . , y,J E N(F) for certain ym+ ], . . . , yn. In the last step we define 
which we call the average a posteriori error of the (adaptive) method 
3, = 4 0 N. Instead of A,,,,($, N) we also write A,,&?,). 
Our main result is the following (see Novak, 1988b). 
THEOREM 3. The method s,* is optimal with respect to the average a 
posteriori error and 
A,,&) = 2-2”-1. 
The bisection method 3,” satisfies 
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